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«  on:   June  24,  2017  » 

 

 

Salaam/Peace to All, 
 

 

here we shall clearly Witness  Absolutely AWESOME Miracles                       

regarding the Precise Distances of our planet Earth to those  "7"  Main  Planets  in our Solar System,              

starting with "Mercury" (=i.e. the closest one to the Sun) to "Neptune" (=i.e. the farthest one from the Sun),             

in this perfect Order, here thus: 

 

 

                                                                        
.                 Mercury   

 

                                                                    
.                              Venus   

 
                                             

                                                                      
  .                    Mars       



 

                                                                     
                               Jupiter   

 

                                                 
.                            Saturn   

 

                                                  
.                 Uranus  

 

                          .                   
.                  Neptune 



 

and thereby, here Again, we shall clearly and unmistakably comprehend the Fact that  
 

the One and Only CREATOR and GOD (="AL-LAH") of                   
the Universe/s, and all Galaxies, Stars and Planets therein                    

has Sent-Down "QURAN TESTAMENT"    
 

for the Eternal Salvation and Everlasting Benefits of all Nations-Peoples of the World,  
for/in this Final Age now.            
 

  

========================                       

12-  And We have Constructed above you "7" Mighty-Ones (=in Arabic: "Saban" Shidadan)                

(=i.e. a most specific Reference here                         

also and especially to those  "7"  Mighty-Planets in our Solar System, first of all, above.)   

13-  And We have Made (also) a blazing Lamp (=i.e. Sun).                     

(*Therefore, we have placed all of those "7"  Mighty-Planets                      

in accordance with their specific distances to our Sun, in perfect Order, above.)             
 

                       vvvvvvvvvvv                
 

17-  And We have Created above you "7" Paths/Distances (=in Arabic: "Saba" Taraiqa)                

(=i.e. thus also and especially to those "7"  Mighty-Planets here Again, in our Solar System, first of all, above),             

and We have Never been Unaware of the Creation-Process. 
 

                       vvvvvvvvvvv 
                         

49-  (For,)  every "intended-thing" (=i.e. thus especially and also those  "7"  Mighty-Planets in our Solar System above,            

as they are most Wisely and unmistakably Indicated in the above Verses therein)-- We have Created them               

based on  "Perfect-MEASURE"  (=in Arabic: "biQADARIN")!   
 

            vvvvvvvvvvv 
 

28-  … And HE has Precisely-COUNTED every "intended-thing" (=i.e. here Again, thus especially and also those             

"7"  Mighty-Planets in our Solar System, first of all, above,            

as they are most Wisely and unmistakably Indicated in the above Verses therein)--                 

as/in  "Numbers"  (=in Arabic: "Adadan")!             
 

(QURAN TESTAMENT  78/12-13  >>>  23/17  >>>  54/49  >>>  72/28)      

      

30-  Upon it  (shall be)  "19"  --(as an Awesome Signature of                   

such a  "Perfect-MEASURING"  &  "Precise-COUNTING"  on it  above)!                      
 

(QURAN TESTAMENT  74/30)    

========================  



  

  

So now, let us clearly and unmistakably Witness here                       
 

"19"  coded  --(please, see again:  QURAN TESTAMENT  74/30  above)--                 

      

Most EXCELLENT  &  Most MAGNIFICENT  MIRACLES                  

as it has Most Superbly and Perfectly been Inscribed by our LORD AL-LAH                  

unto the Precise Distances of our planet Earth to those "7"  Main  Planets in our Solar System, above,      

from the very Beginning, now here thus:  

 

 

 

                                                   
                                                image credit: pinsdaddy.com  

 

 

The actual distance --from our planet Earth-- to "Mercury"                  

= 77.3  million  km        --when it is Closest to the Earth,                    

= 221.9  million  km     --when it is Farthest from the Earth,   

And finally, let us find the Average distance here thus:                    

77.3  +  221.9  / 2                            

= 149.6  million  km     

 

The actual distance --from our planet Earth-- to "Venus"   



= 38.2  million  km        --when it is Closest to the Earth,                    

= 261.0  million  km     --when it is Farthest from the Earth,   

And finally, let us find the Average distance here thus:                    

38.2  +  261.0  / 2                            

= 149.6  million  km     

 

The actual distance --from our planet Earth-- to "Mars"   

= 55.7  million  km        --when it is Closest to the Earth,                    

= 401.3  million  km     --when it is Farthest from the Earth,   

And finally, let us find the Average distance here thus:                    

55.7  +  401.3  / 2                            

= 228.5  million  km     

 

The actual distance --from our planet Earth-- to "Jupiter"   

= 588.5  million  km        --when it is Closest to the Earth,                    

= 968.1  million  km          --when it is Farthest from the Earth,   

And finally, let us find the Average distance here thus:                    

588.5  +  968.1  / 2                            

= 778.3  million  km     

 

The actual distance --from our planet Earth-- to "Saturn"   

= 1195.5  million  km        --when it is Closest to the Earth,                    

= 1658.5  million  km          --when it is Farthest from the Earth,   

And finally, let us find the Average distance here thus:                    

1195.5  +  1658.5  / 2                            

= 1427.0  million  km     

 

The actual distance --from our planet Earth-- to "Uranus"   

= 2581.9  million  km        --when it is Closest to the Earth,                    

= 3157.3  million  km          --when it is Farthest from the Earth,   

And finally, let us find the Average distance here thus:                    

2581.9  +  3157.3  / 2                            

= 2869.6  million  km     

 

The actual distance --from our planet Earth-- to "Neptune"   

= 4305.9  million  km        --when it is Closest to the Earth,                    

= 4687.3  million  km          --when it is Farthest from the Earth,   



And finally, let us find the Average distance here thus:                    

4305.9  +  4687.3  / 2                            

= 4496.6  million  km           

Source:   https: // nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/factsheet/mercuryfact.html                       
https: // nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/factsheet/venusfact.html                     
https: // nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/factsheet/marsfact.html                         
https: // nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/factsheet/jupiterfact.html                                            
https: // nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/factsheet/saturnfact.html                           
https: // nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/factsheet/uranusfact.html                         
https: // nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/factsheet/neptunefact.html                    

vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv 

 

So now, let us clearly and unmistakably Witness here                       
 

"19"  coded  --(please, see again:  QURAN TESTAMENT  74/30  above)--                 

      

Most EXCELLENT  &  Most MAGNIFICENT  MIRACLES                  

as it has Most Superbly and Perfectly been Inscribed by our LORD AL-LAH                  

unto the Precise Distances of our planet Earth to those "7"  Main  Planets in our Solar System, above,      

from the very Beginning, therein,                         

in this Perfect Order, now here thus: 
 

 

                        Minimum Distances                          
.           from our planet "Earth" to 
 

 No.                  No.                No.                No.               No.              No.                No.                    

07              06           005           04           03           02           1                                                                             

.V                           V                  V                 V                 V                V                   V       

"Neptune"     "Uranus"     "Saturn"     "Jupiter"     "Mars"     "Venus"     "Mercury"           

   4306       2582      1196      589        56        39           78                     
.    million              million             million           million           million         million             million                   
        km            km                  km                km                km             km                  km           

    <           <           <          <          <        <           < 
 

          --And Then-- 

 

           Maximum Distances                          
.        from our planet "Earth" to 

 

 No.                  No.                No.                No.               No.              No.                No.                    

07              06           005           04           03           02           1                                                                             

.V                           V                  V                 V                 V                V                   V       

"Neptune"     "Uranus"     "Saturn"     "Jupiter"     "Mars"     "Venus"     "Mercury"           

   4688       3158      1659       969       402      261        222                     
.    million              million             million           million           million         million             million                   
        km            km                  km                km                km             km                  km           

    <           <           <          <          <        <           < 



 
           --And Then--                        

.                 Finally                        

.       Also 

 
              Average Distances                    .  

          from our planet "Earth" to 
 

 No.                   No.                No.                No.                No.                 No.                 No.                    

01              02            03             04           005           06              7                                                                             

.V                           V                  V                 V                  V                 V                             V       

 "Mercury"      "Venus"       "Mars"      "Jupiter"     "Saturn"    "Uranus"     "Neptune"           

    149         149        228         778      1427      2869       4496                   
.    million              million            million            million           million            million             million                   
        km            km                 km                 km                km                km                  km           

    >           >           >          >          >          >           > 
 

                         

        = x …                                                      = x …            

= x …                                    = x …   

                      --And Then--                     
   .              Finally                      
  .                Also                          



.             = x …                                                                

= x …      

                                                

========================                      

*Please, absolutely note that we have Rightfully placed all of those                   
Minimum Distances and then also Maximum Distances above                     
--no matter what the decimal fractions may be therein (except it is exact .0)--                 
always by perfectly rounding them up to the next Digit therein:  

 

              Minimum Distances                                   

 4305.9     2581.9     1195.5     588.5     55.7     38.2     77.3                   
.      V     V                         V                  V   V                  V                 V                     

      4306       2582       1196        589       56        39        78                         
.           million              million               million              million         million         million         million                        
.            km         km                  km                   km              km             km              km                

    <             <           <            <         <        <          <   
 

          --And Then--                        
.                  Also 

  
              Maximum Distances                                   

 4687.3     3157.3     1658.5     968.1     401.3    261.0     221.9                   
.      V      V                        V                  V    V                   V                     V                     

      4688       3158        1659        969       402       261        222                        
.           million              million               million              million          million           million            million                      
.            km         km                   km                  km               km                km                 km              

    <             <            <           <          <          <            < 
 

 

 



 

And then, finally,                          
--(in exact "opposite" manner therein)-- we have Rightfully placed all of these Average Distances                
--no matter what the decimal fractions may be therein--                    
always by perfectly rounding them up at the same Digit                    
--(and thus also in exact "opposite" direction:  > > >                       

also in this respect therein)--  

 

                   Average Distances                                                

  149.6     149.6     228.5     778.3    1427.0     2869.6     4496.6                 
     V    V                     V          V      V                        V                         V                     

       149        149        228       778      1427       2869        4496                       
.           million            million            million           million          million               million               million                      
.            km       km                km               km               km                    km                   km              

     >           >          >          >          >              >              > 

  
 

 

 

And then again, finally, please, also absolutely note that                    
we have Rightfully placed all of those                       
Minimum Distances and then also Maximum Distances above                     
(both in this specific direction: < < <) in such Perfect Order above: 

 

                Minimum Distances                     .           
 

      No.                  No.                No.                No.                No.                No.                     No.                  

.    07              06           005           04            03            02                1                                                                           

.     <                          <               <           <               <       <                                    <     
 

                         --And Then--                     
   .                    Also 

  

                 Maximum Distances                     .           
 

      No.                  No.                No.                No.                No.                No.                     No.                  

.    07              06           005           04            03            02                1                                                                               

.     <                          <               <           <               <       <                                    <     

 

and because that "Saturn" is Visiually Unique (due to its most Spectacular "Ring System" therein;               
please, see it in the picture above)                      
 --(*although other Gas Giants also have ring systems, Saturn's is                     
the largest and most visible and exclusively Spectacular, in this respect, in our Solar System above)--              

we have thus Rightfully placed it exclusively as (=No. 005) in perfect compensation for that very first one (=No. 1)            
for/in both Cases above; 

 

And then, finally, we have Rightfully placed Average Distances                    
--(here Again, perfectly in exact "opposite" direction:  > > >  therein)-- in Perfect Order above: 

 

                 Average Distances                     .           
 



      No.                   No.                No.                No.                 No.               No.                    No.                  

.     01              02            03             04           005          06                7                                                                               

.      >                          >               >            >                >        >                                   >     

 

and we have thus Rightfully placed "Saturn" again exclusively as (=No. 005)                 

and --(here Again, in exact "opposite" manner also in this respect now)-- in perfect compensation for that very last one (=No. 7)           
for/in this final Case above;               

by this most Wise and perfect  Creation Design  of our LORD AL-LAH,                
 from the very Beginning, here:                      

 

QURAN TESTAMENT  78/12  >>>  23/17  >>>  54/49  >>>  72/28  =  "74/30"                  
  

====================  

 

 

          

                     --continues in the next post-- 

 

 

                                                                    

 

 

So now, finally, we should absolutely and clearly See here the Fact that  

our LORD AL-LAH has Created all Universe/s and all galaxies, stars, planets, moons, etc. therein              

and then also and especially those (with regard to their mass, density, or volume) "7" Mighty Planets              
in our Solar System above --(in such a Fine-Tuned most Precise and Special Distances to us here               

to make Life perfectly possible)-- for all of Us and also all other living-beings here, 

with such "19" coded,  Most EXCELLENT  &  Most MAGNIFICENT  MIRACLES  

from the very Beginning, above: 

QURAN TESTAMENT  78/12  >>>  23/17  >>>  54/49  >>>  72/28  =  "74/30"                 
 

through such a most Wonderful "Cosmic (=Big bang) Evolutionary Creation Miracle,"             
 

from the very Beginning, here (2/117  =  21/30  =  51/47  =  71/13-14, 15-16).   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

=============== 

53-  We will Show them Our  --"19" coded--  Signs  (=in Arabic: Ayatina here: 74/16-17 = 26-"30")             

in the Horizons (=i.e. thus also and especially,                 

in all of those most precise and special distances to those "7"  Mighty Planets in our Solar System above             

as we have clearly and unmistakably Witnessed it above, in each and every of those Cases,                

for/in this Final Age, here now)--              

until it becomes Clear to them that this is absolutely The TRUTH!                

Is it not Enough that your LORD, certainly HE is --thus also and especially,                  

due to/on  the “Left” side  of those  "19" coded  MIRACLES  above now--                  

(with HIS Absolute Capabilities here =57/4) Witnessing over all things!      
 

54-  Indeed, they are (still) in doubt about meeting their LORD;                    

Indeed, certainly HE is --thus also and especially,             

due to/on  the “Right” side  of those  "19" coded  MIRACLES  above now--                

(with HIS Absolute Knowledge here =65/12) Encompassing of all things!           

 

QURAN TESTAMENT   41/53-54 

=============== 

 

 

=============== 

85-  And We have not Created the heavens and the earth and what is in between except with/as The TRUTH!     
 

So, the “Hour” (=i.e. thus also and especially, of this anticipated “Smoke”  
 

and those imminent “Heavenly Requitals” thereafter, here in this case:  44/10-16  in this Final Age now)--              

is surely Coming; 
 

so leave --(them, that you may be able to constantly & wholeheartedly Work in the Cause of AL-LAH,  
 

night and day here =73/1-10)-- in (such) a nice leaving --(them therein now =73/10).                                   
 

86-  Certainly your LORD, HE (Alone) is  
 

              thus especially                        thus especially                  
.        --due to/on the “Left” side above--            --due to/on the “Right” side above--  

“The BEST-CREATOR,”          “The BEST-KNOWER!” 
 
 

87-  For, certainly, We have Given you "Seven"  as/of  "the Pairs" (=in Arabic: "Saban"  min  "al-Mathani");          
   



*As we have clearly and unmistakably Witnessed those "Seven"  as/of  "the Pairs" above                
specifically for/in those first two Cases, Perfectly, therein,                     
here Again, Excellently, now also thus: 

 

                                     Minimum Distances                      
     .            from our planet "Earth" to 
 

   No.                  No.                 No.                No.                No.              No.                 No.                  

    .        7                 6               5                4              3             2               1                                                       

   V                           V                    V                 V                  V                V                     V       

              "Neptune"      "Uranus"      "Saturn"    "Jupiter"     "Mars"     "Venus"     "Mercury"           

              4306       2582      1196       589        56        39           78                 
    .    million              million             million           million           million         million             million                 
              km                 km                  km               km                km              km                  km           

               <           <           <         <          <         <           < 
 

                              --Or/And-- 
 

                          Maximum Distances                      
    .            from our planet "Earth" to 

 

                No.                  No.                  No.               No.               No.              No.                 No.                    

.               7                 6                 5                4             3             2               1                                                       

  V                            V                     V                 V                  V                V                      V       

              "Neptune"      "Uranus"     "Saturn"    "Jupiter"     "Mars"     "Venus"     "Mercury"           

              4688       3158      1659       969       402      261         222                 
    .    million              million             million           million           million         million             million                 
              km                 km                  km               km                km              km                  km           

               <           <           <         <          <         <           <    

              = x …                      --Or/And--                        = x …                  

.        = x …           --Or/And--             = x …   



        

and (thus) the Great QURAN (=i.e. READING)!                       

--(here again:  78/12  >>>  23/17  >>>  54/49  >>>  72/28  =  "74/30")                                                                                                 
 

88-  (So), do not turn your eyes towards what We have Sustained therewith (such) couples from them (=9/55-57),  
 

and do not grieve over them (=9/84-87),  
 

and lower your wing (of kindness & tenderness) for all believers (here: 26/215-220, 227). 
 
89-  And say --(to all Peoples-Nations, Worldwide =13/7 now:   
 

Certainly, I am (such) a clear “Warner” --(here: 34/46-54  =  44/10-16)! 
 

(*So please, also absolutely see again Verse No. 85, in this Respect, above, in the first place.)  

 

QURAN TESTAMENT   15/85-89 

=============== 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          



 

************************************************************************************** 

 
 

  "QURAN TESTAMENT"                                         

.         Chapter No. "74"   

 

24-  And he (=i.e. a disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person) said:  
 

"This (=QURAN TESTAMENT) is nothing except an ancient Magic." 
 

25-  "This is nothing except a (fabricated) Saying of a human-being."  
 

26-  (AL-LAH said): So (now) I will get him into Uprooter  
--(thereby thus to absolutely Prove to him and to the whole World that  
"QURAN TESTAMENT"  is definitely Not a man-made Message,  
as that disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person erroneously claimed above,  

but it is absolutely most Superb and matchless Word of AL-LAH here =17/88)!                                                     
 
27-  So what made you know what an Uprooter.                                                                                                  
 
28-  It does not let-last --(but exclusively and only  in "allegorical/intellectual" sense  here,               
utterly-eradicates  any disbelief and skepticism                      
*as it is already ignorantly put forth by that disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person therein, --in Verse No. 24 above), 
by those Perfect MIRACLES  on the “Left” side above)--  
 
and It does not let-stay --(but exclusively and only  in "allegorical/intellectual" sense  here again,              
utterly-devastates  any disbelief and skepticism                      
*as it is already ignorantly put forth by that disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person therein, again, --in Verse No. 25 above), 
by those Perfect MIRACLES  on the “Right” side above)--   
  
29-  (For, it presents such MIRACULOUS) "Tables"                               
--(due to/on  t e “Left” side  &  due to/on  the “Right” side  above)-- for the Humanity.                       
                                                                                                                                     

30-  Upon it (shall be) "19"! 
 
 

31-  For We have made the guardians of the Hellfire to be Angels;  

and We did not make their number (=that "19" above) except as a Test for those who have rejected; 
  
=so that those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs) shall attain-Certainty,  
 

=and those who have Faith (=among all Nations/Peoples, Worldwide) shall increase in Faith,  
 

=and so that those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs)  
 

=and the Faithful (=among all Nations/Peoples, Worldwide) shall not have any doubt,  
 
and so that those who have a sickness in their hearts and the rejecters shall say:  
 

"What is it that AL-LAH has (really) Meant by this  "Allegory"  --(already Cited   

in those most specific  "24-30th  Verses"  above.) 
  
 

Thus, AL-LAH will Send astray whoever wishes (to go astray)                   

--especially, due to/on  the “Left” side  of those  "19" coded  MIRACLES                    
above now-- (41/53  =  29/"47"),  
 



and HE will Guide whoever wishes (to go Guided)                     

--especially, due to/on  the “Right” side  of those  "19" coded  MIRACLES                   
above now-- (41/53  =  29/"49")!  
  

And none know the Forces of your LORD except HIM;  

and "It" (=i.e.  that "Uprooter" again, as clearly Pointed Out  
in the above  "24-30th  Verses")--  is but a "Commemoration" (="Dhikra") for all Humanity.    
 
32-  No, by the Moon.  

33-  And the Night when it turns-away. 
 

34-  And the Morning when it shines-forth. 
 

35-  Absolutely, "It" (=i.e.  that "Uprooter" again, as clearly Pointed Out  
in the above "24-30th  Verses")-- is One of the Greatest-(MIRACLES)! 
 

36-  (Also) a "Warning" to all Humanity.  
 

37-  For any among you who wishes --by truly believing in and wholeheartedly Repenting to HIM             

due to/on  the “Left” side  of those  "19" coded  MIRACLES  above now-- to "Advance,"              

or --by utterly rejecting and crookedly running away from HIM                   

due to/on  the “Right” side  of those  "19" coded  MIRACLES  above now-- to "regress!"                
(41/53  =  29/“47”  &  “49”) 
 

 

38-  Every soul (shall be) held --(and most Fairly/Equitably be Requited therein)-- for/by what               
it earns --(here =40/17, 40)! 
 

39-  Except for the People of the Righteousness (=84/7-8-9). 
 

40-  (They shall be) in Gardens, asking,  
 

41-  about the criminals: 
 

42-  What has led you into "Uprooter" --(as we have clearly seen "It" in the above  "27-30th  Verses;"               
=i.e.  "Eradicator  &  Devastator"  now also  in "real/physical" sense  in the Hereafter therein).  
 

43-  They said: We have not been of those Supporters --due to/on  the “Left” side  of those                 

"19" coded  MIRACLES  above now!--   
 

44-  And we have not been Feeding the Poor --due to/on  the “Right” side  of those               

"19" coded  MIRACLES  above now!--   
  
 

45-  But we have been blundering with those blunderers --(in such despotic, cruel and arrogant manners            
therein: 22/72  =  7/"40" & "41"  =  85/4-10). 
 

46-  And we have been denying the Day of Recompense --(in such greedy, selfish and ignorant manners            
therein: 107/1-7).   
 

47-  Until the Certainty came to us! 
 

48-  So, no intercession of intercessors will never help them therein --(in this Case                 
now again here: 4/17-18  =  20/109-111)!  
 

 

49-  And what is (amiss) with them  
that they (still) turn away from "the Commemorative" (="al-TaDhkirah") --(empasized at the end of             
Verse No. 31 above). 
 
50-  As if they were frightened "Zebras,"   
 

51-  Fleeing from a "Lion" --(which has absolutely "19"  &  "19"  chromosomes,                
as in perfect "pairs" again therein)!    
 
 



52-  Alas, every one of them requires that he be given disseminated Pages --(from Heaven/Sky =17/93)!  
 
53-  No, they do not fear the Hereafter. 
 
54-  No, it is a "Commemorative" (="al-TaDhkirah") --(as empasized at the end of                
Verse No. 31 again above). 
 
55-  So whoever wishes will "take-Commemoration" therefrom --(as clearly Pointed Out  
at the very end of Verse No. 31 again above)!  
 

56-  But none will "take-Commemoration" except if AL-LAH Wills   

--(when/if HE Finds true Love and Sincerity and deep Devotion to HIM  

in the hearts, minds and souls of HIS Servants here, in the first place =13/27-28-29).  
 

(For) HE (Alone) is --especially, because of their such sincere Belief and Righteous-Works due to/on    

the “Left” side  of those  "19" coded  MIRACLES  above now: 41/53 = 32/"15-17")-- Source  of  Salvation,  
and --especially, because of their such sincere Belief and Righteous-Works due to/on   

the “Right” side  of those  "19" coded  MIRACLES  above now: 41/53 = 32/"15-17")-- Source  of  Forgiveness! 
 

 

QURAN TESTAMENT  Chapter No. "74,"   Verses No. "24-56"   

************************************************************************************** 

                     

 

Remain in Peace/Salaam.         

 

 

 

 

 

 

And  he  who  came  with  The TRUTH, 
and  those  who  verified-it-as-TRUE, 
they  are  the Righteous. =39/33, .... 


